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SUMMARY 
Christoph Burmann / Corina Oprea 

Influencer Impartiality Disclosure on Instagram: The effects of impartiality 
disclosure on brand objectives, for no and multiple product endorsements 

State of the literature and future research needs 

Arbeitspapier Nr. 68 / Working paper no. 68 

Type of 
working 
paper: 

Literature documentation of the state of research, regarding impartiality 
disclosure and impartiality disclosure types, that are being used by social 
media influencers (SMIs). 

Method: Literature-based analysis 

Objective: 

 

▪ Elaboration of the scientific status of impartiality disclosure 
language and multiple product endorsements on Instagram. 

▪ Identification and specification of further research needs. 

Main 
findings: 

 

▪ Commercial Instagram posts resemble and blend with non-
commercial posts. Hence, consumers often assume that non-
sponsored posts are also advertising.  
 

▪ Regulatory parties recommend using a disclosure in order to increase 
ad recognition. However, SMIs either do not disclose the presence of 
advertising or, at times, disclose it while also using the hashtag 
#honestopinion or “honest opinion” text. However, the hashtag 
#honestopinion is also used by SMIs in non-commercial posts. 
 

▪ Not many studies have examined the effects of impartiality disclosure 
on brand objectives. No studies whatsoever have regarded 
impartiality disclosure within the popular Instagram post format. 
 

▪ Only HWANG /JEONG (2016) explore in a limited manner 
impartiality disclosure (#honestopinion for blogs).  
 

▪ Only one study, to this authors knowledge, namely STUBB 
(2019_B), considers similar disclosure text at all (YouTube).  
 

▪ No studies whatsoever explore impartiality disclosure in 
both its forms (#honestopinion and “honest opinion” text) as 
well as consider the effect of an SMI endorsing multiple 
products on brand objectives.  
 

▪ This results in a research gap. To advance the research field, it is 
necessary to explore the relationship between impartiality disclosure 
language, multiple product endorsements and brand objectives.  

Target 
group: 

Practitioners, researchers, and students in the field of online marketing 
especially in influencer marketing. 
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A  The effects of Impartiality Disclosure on Brand Objectives as Research 

Objective 

1.  Introduction 

The advent of digitalization and especially the advance of social media1 has steadily 

gained the interest of scholars and advertisers.2 In 2020, the number of users, that 

availed themselves of social media at least once a day, reached 3.8 billion3, which 

amounts to 45% of the world’s population. Accompanying the emergence of social 

media platforms is the growing popularity of social media influencers (SMIs).4 

Numerous Instagram SMIs were “ordinary” users who achieved online fame by 

creating a fan-base often encompassing millions of followers. This has resulted in 

brands taking notice and significantly increasing their annual spend on influencer 

advertising.5 Thus SMIs have taken to not only recommending one particular brand 

but various different brands.6 

 “However, one problem with this increase in influencer advertising is the lack of 

transparency in sponsored content—the lack of advertising disclosure.”7 

 

 
1  Social media, is a part of digital media and can be defined as “group of internet-based applications 

that build on the ideological and technological foundations of web 2.0, and that allow the creation 
and exchange of user generated content” according to KAPLAN/HANLEIN (2010), p.61 and FINK 
(2020), p 1. Cf. KAPLAN/HANLEIN (2010), p.59-61; CHIA (2012), p. 423 et seqq. 

In line with BURMANN ET AL., (2018), the term social media can be defined as a collection of 
internet-based applications, based on the adjusted behavior in Web 2.0, that support the creation 
and exchange of content by users (user generated content) and brands (brand-generated content).    

BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p. 222. 

ALALWAN (2017) defines social media as a new media technology, that makes interaction between 
users possible, facilitates co-creation of content as well as enabling the user-content to be shared 
between users and organizations. Cf. ALALWAN (2017), p. 7; ABDULLAHI (2020), p. 10. For an 
extensive analysis regarding web 2.0 please observe JACOBS (2009), p. 10-11. 

2  Cf. BOERMANN (2020), p. 199-201, EVANS ET AL., (2017), p. 138. 
3  Cf. WE ARE SOCIAL-HOOTSUITE (2020), MOHSIN-EMARSYS (2019). 
4 Cf. KREUTZER/LAND (2017), p. 209 et seqq.; HIDDESSEN (2020), p. 7. 
5    Cf. ABDULLAHI (2020), p.11.  
6    Cf. KLEIN / BECKER (2018), p. 3. 
7    ABDULLAHI (2020), p.11.  
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Additional guidance from governmental regulators instructs SMIs when and how to 

disclose sponsored content.8 Despite this, SMIs in the past did not disclose or did not 

appropriately disclose the commercial nature of their posts.9 Consumers have 

internalized this development and have become distrustful of posts, even when they 

are not disclosed as sponsorship. “…the main reason seems to be that consumers 

might suspect sponsorship even under circumstances when the influencer 

promotes a brand without disclosing sponsorship”.10 

“…a recent phenomenon is the emergence of SMIs explicitly stating that their social 

media content is not sponsored content” this is called “impartiality disclosure””. 11 

“…more research is needed to unveil the mechanisms behind SMI impartial and 

partial brand communication in social media”.12  

1.1  Relevance of Instagram Traffic for Brand Management  
 

With the advent of Web 2.013, numerous digital communication channels have 

emerged (e.g., social media) that complement traditional media (e.g., print, TV and 

radio).14 TUTEN / SOLOMON (2018) split social media platforms into four separate 

categories: social communities, social publishing, social commerce and social 

entertainment. However, some platforms cannot be clearly assigned to a category. 

E.g., Instagram falls into the social publishing category, due to its primary focus on 

the publication of photos and videos. Since it offers users the opportunity to network 

and interact with one another through comments and "Like" marks, it also categorizes 

 
8  Cf.  EVANS ET AL., (2017), p. 138; KAY ET AL., (2020), p. 3; PFEUFFER (2018), p. 3 et seqq. 
9  Cf.  PFEUFFER (2018), p. 2 et seqq.; DE VEIRMAN ET AL., (2019). 
10   STUBB (2019_B), p. 211 
11   STUBB (2019_B), p.210. 
12   STUBB (2019_B), p.211. 
13 Web 2.0 delineates the new behavior of internet users. The earlier way of communication between 

producer and consumer has dissolved. Users today generate content independently, and thus, enter 
into direct dialogue with brands and their environment. BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p. 221. Cf. CHIA 
(2012), p. 422 et seqq. 

14  Cf. HIDDESSEN (2019), p. 5. 
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as one of the social communities.15 It established itself as the most popular social 

media platform.16 

In 2019 Instagram proved to be particularly adept at referring traffic from its network, 

towards the promoted websites (see figure 1). Its referral traffic soared in 2019, when 

compared to Facebook, Pinterest, YouTube or Twitter. These developments revert to 

Instagram’s ability to continuously increase the number of people using the platform in 

2019.17 

 

Figure 1: Year-on-year growth of referral traffic from leading social networks to U.S. websites – 
as of Q1 201918 

Source: STATISTA (2019 A). 

According to data extracted in 2020, more than half of the global Instagram user 

population is younger than 34 years. The largest demographics are the 18- to 24-year-

 
15  Cf. BURMANN ET AL. (2018), p. 241 et seqq.; TUTEN / SOLOMON (2018), p. 11 et seqq.; 

HIDDESSEN (2020), p. 6; CASALÓ ET AL., (2020) p.510. 
16 Cf. ABDULLAHI (2020), p. 10. 
17 Cf. STATISTA (2019 A). 
18 Cf. STATISTA (2019 A). 
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olds and the 25- to 34-year-olds. The split between the genders, with 51% female and 

49% male, remains comparable (see figure 2).19 

 

Figure 2: Distribution of Instagram users worldwide as of July 2020, by age group and gender20 

Source: STATISTA (2020 D), WE ARE SOCIAL-HOOTSUITE (2020), INSTAGRAM (2020), 
SPROUTSOCIAL (2020). 

This paper focuses on Instagram, as this is currently the most used platform for 

influencer marketing21. As of June 2020, Instagram reported one billion monthly 

users.22 Advertisers not only gain reach but are also able to target their preferred 

audience with higher precision and hence probability of future purchase.23 

In the case of Instagram, the advertising cooperation between a brand and an SMI 

(social media influencer) may take a number of forms. The message can be conveyed 

by the SMI via image post, image carousel post (more than one image in succession), 

 
19  Cf. CHEN (2020). 
20  Extrapolations of Instagram data from Facebook’s self-service advertising tools (July 2020). Note: 

Facebook’s tools do not publish audience data for genders other than ‘male’ or ‘female’. Cf. WE ARE 
SOCIAL-HOOTSUITE (2020); STATISTA (2020 D); SPROUTSOCIAL (2020); CHEN (2020); 
INSTAGRAM (2020). 

21  Cf. BAILIS (2020); MEDIAKIX (2020CC); STATISTA (2020 B); INSTAGRAM (2017_B). 
22  Cf. STATISTA (2020 B); STATISTA (2020 A), ABDULLAHI (2020), p. 11. 
23   Cf. ABDULLAHI (2020), p. 11. 
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story, video or shoppable post.24 An overview with regard to the types employed in 

research when observing the topic of impartiality disclosure treated in this paper, is 

available in section A. 3.2. 

1.2  User-Generated-Content vs. Brand-Generated-Content in influencer 

marketing 
 

The effectiveness of opinion leaders and word-of-mouth communication (WOM)25 has 

been acknowledged throughout literature26. Recommendations from a consumer’s 

personal network are more effective in changing customer’s behavior and attitudes, 

than mass media (e.g., TV, radio, print).27 Initially, WOM spread was restricted to 

limited number of personal contacts28. 

Consumers are progressively using social media networks to gain information 

regarding products.29 WOM in the online context becomes electronic word-of-mouth 

(eWOM).30 eWOM is no longer subject to geographical constraints and can extend to 

encompass a larger audience. As a result, brands are investing additional marketing 

resources into social media advertising strategies, as they offer an opportunity to reach 

a vast audience31.  

eWOM communication can have a significant impact on purchase intention, consumer 

attitude, information adoption, brand loyalty and trust.32 

 
24  Cf. INSTAGRAM (2019); INSTAGRAM (2020D); INSTAGRAM (2020E); INSTAGRAM (2020F). 
25  Cf. SINNIG (2019), p. 29. 
26  Cf. BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p.253 et seqq.; MEFFERT ET AL. (2015), p. 132. 
27  WOM constitutes an informal mode of interpersonal communication by means of which, consumers 

directly share information regarding brands, products or services. Cf. FINK (2020), p. 5; DIERKS 
(2015), p. 5; HENNIG-THURAU ET AL. (2004), p.39; JACOBS (2009) p. 19-20; HIDDESSEN (2020), 
p. 5; ALLARD, ET. AL., (2020), p.1 et seqq.; CHEN/YUAN (2020), p. 7. 

28  Cf. NEE (2016), p. 2; FINK (2020), p. 5 et. seq. 
29  Cf. STUBB ET AL., (2019_A), p.94. 
30  According to HENNING-THURAU ET AL., (2004), eWOM is defined as any negative or positive 

statement made by possible, genuine, or prior customers about a product, brand or company, which 
is made public to a large readership via the Internet. Cf. HENNING-THURAU ET AL., (2004), p. 39; 
FINK (2020), p. 5; FILIERI (2015), p. 1261 et seqq.; BAHTAR / MUDA (2016), p. 338. 

31  Cf. CAMPBELL/MARKS (2015), p. 599-600 et seqq.; BOERMANN (2020), p. 199. 
32  Cf. DWIVEDI ET AL., (2020), p. 1; FILIERI/MCLEAY (2014), p. 48 et seqq.; ISMAGILOVA et al., 

(2020A); ISMAGILOVA ET AL., (2020B). 
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Brand related eWOM can be spread organically by users who have the desire to 

share brand-related information with friends, family or others.33 This entails a 

voluntary, unpaid act of users acting as brand-message spreaders, due to positive 

prior experiences with the particular brand.34 However, eWOM can also take a 

negative form, for example in the guise of a consumer complaint.35 

eWOM without any commercial intent is considered User-Generated-Content (UGC). 

UGC is defined as the sum of all means in which users employ social media. The term 

is generally used to describe numerous forms of content that are created by end users 

and are made available to the public.36 BURMANN ET AL., (2018), underline that, the 

term “user” is limited to users who do not belong to the brand institutions. This group 

mainly includes current and potential customers of the brand, but also external target 

groups. The content created by this group is heterogeneous and is distributed in the 

form of text, photos, images and videos on various platforms such as for example 

Instagram.37 CHIA (2012) further clarifies the concept by defining UGC as the sum of 

likes, comments, photos, posts and videos generated by users. Users perceive UGC 

as means for them to stay connected to others, express themselves and potentially 

obtain a degree of financial gain.38 

On the other hand, Brand-Generated-Content (BGC) incorporates online content 

created and/or published by brands in the name of the brand, in order to achieve 

commercial goals.39 According to EILERS (2014) the brand reference is usually given 

in interactions with BGC, since the brand is clearly visible as the creator of the 

content.40 

 
33  Cf. EVANS ET AL., (2017), p.138; KOWALCZYK / POUNDERS (2016), p.4; BAHTAR / MUDA 

(2016), p. 338; CHU / KIM (2011), p. 47 et seqq.; TIAGO ET AL., (2016), p. 175. 
34   Cf. EVANS ET AL., (2017), p.138; SCOTT (2015), p. 405 et seqq.; BAHTAR / MUDA (2016), p. 338. 
35   Cf. DWIVEDI ET AL., (2020), p.2; ISMAGILOVA ET AL., (2020B). 
36   Cf. KAPLAN / HAENLEIN (2010), p. 61; Cf. FINK (2020), p.5; CHIA (2012), p. 423 et seqq. 
37   Cf. BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p.252. 
38   Cf. CHIA (2012), p. 423 et seq. 
39  Cf. ARNHOLD (2010), p. 31 et seqq.; MEFFERT ET AL. (2019), p. 720; EILERS (2014), p. 47.;  

HIDDESSEN (2019), p. 23 et seq.; FINK (2020), p. 5. 
40   Cf. EILERS (2014), p. 46; BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p.251; HIDDESSEN (2019), p. 23. 
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Figure 3: Categorization of User Generated Content 

Source: Own illustration based on BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p.253 et seqq.  

BURMANN ET AL., (2018) illustrate that UGC can be differentiated in non-sponsored 

and sponsored UGC. Non-sponsored UGC encompasses content which is created 

and distributed by users without any commercial intentions and without the active 

influence of a brand on the user. On the other hand, sponsored UGC, while being 

created and shared by users themselves, implies a monetary or non-monetary 

commercial relationship between brand and creator. This usually results in a monetary 

or non-monetary (e.g., free products) compensation.41  

For businesses, the distinction is particularly relevant with regard to the motivation of 

the SMI in the creation of brand-related UGC. Since non-sponsored brand-related 

UGC is created by consumers, the motivation of the creators is mainly intrinsic in 

nature and addresses the SMIs need for creation and self-expression. In contrast to 

this, creators of sponsored brand-related UGC gain their motivation primarily through 

the pursuit of income on the part of the brand and fame, as well as recognition, from 

other users. Without the incentive from the advertising brand, these users would 

generally not create brand-related UGC.42 

 
41  Cf. BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p.252 et seq. 
42  Cf. BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p.253. 
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LU ET AL., (2014) state that the brand-related UGC spread by an SMI is a “consumer-

oriented and experience-centric product information” that includes the evaluations of 

the benefits and drawbacks of the product or service.43 They name these posts 

“sponsored recommendation posts” and characterize them as content written by a 

blogger who is “sponsored by the producers of any product or by a marketing 

agency”.44 These sponsored recommendation posts are identified as being a particular 

category of online consumer reviews and entail an illustration of the brand or product, 

disclosures or textually embedded links, which guide users to the promoted brand.45 

Similarly, ZHU / TAN (2007), name brand-related UGC “paid sponsorship”. They 

declare that bloggers embed advertising messages into their content, which disguises 

the presence of the advertisement and gives it a genuine appearance. Thus, the 

advertisement communication may be read by users as a private, personal and actual 

experience made by the blogger or even further, a recommendation. The users 

experience the disguised advertisement in an engaging, amicable and informal way, 

without realizing that it is in fact an advertisement.46 Sponsored content in a blog 

environment is similar in appearance to personal material written by the SMI. The paid 

sponsored messages may hence appeal to users more and guide them to a higher 

degree of involvement than other advertising formats. This represents an advantage 

for blog advertising when it comes to persuading users. Notwithstanding, these 

advertising strategies have been the target of condemnation and criticism as they 

have blurred the boundary between genuine content and advertising messages. 

Sponsored content can be regarded as “masked editorial” content, “because it 

looks like editorial content and not like a standard advertisement”.47   

Figure 4 below, depicts examples of types of UGC via Instagram Posts made, in the 

first row, by the German SMI Pamela Reif and in the second row, by the British SMI 

 
43  LU ET AL., (2014), p. 259; Cf. LEE ET AL., (2008), p. 342 et seqq. 
44  LU ET AL., (2014), p. 259; Cf. FINK (2020), p. 7. 
45  Cf. FINK (2020) p. 7.  
46  Cf. ZHU / TAN (2007), p. 2. 
47  ZHU / TAN (2007), p. 2; Cf. ABDULLAHI (2020), p. 11. 
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Lauren Shepherd. The brand-related UGC is highlighted in orange, while the non-

brand-related UGC is highlighted in grey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Example of types of UGC via Instagram Posts 

Source: Own illustration based on INSTAGRAM / PAMELA REIF (2020_A) and INSTAGRAM / 
LAUREN MCDERMOTT (2019_A).  

A growing body of research examines the phenomenon of SMIs. Section 2 below, 

clarifies definitions and expands upon the topic of the SMI.   
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2  Relevance of Social Media Influencers (SMIs) for brand management 

2.1  Definition and importance of Social Media Influencers (SMIs) 
 

Accompanying the emergence of social media platforms is the growing popularity of 

social media influencers (SMIs)48. BURMANN ET AL., (2018) formulate that while 

social media users with a high following on different platforms were known as opinion 

leaders,49 the terminology has shifted towards the term “influencer”.50 While most 

users of social media platforms can be described as "ordinary"51  users who 

communicate and interact with friends and family, SMIs are individual users whose 

activities are followed, commented on and shared by a large number of other users.52 

SMIs are considered to be online opinion leaders53 who influence the attitudes and 

behavior of other users54 through their presence within social media.55  

For the purposes of this paper, “social media influencers” (SMIs) are to be 

understood as “a new type of independent third party endorser who shape audience 

attitudes through blogs, tweets, and the use of other social media” 56. This definition 

has been accepted broadly in current research.57 

In order to amplify the brand message, brands utilize influencers who in turn spread 

the brand message via commercial social media posts or stories via their own 

platforms and accounts. This is a paid act and is known as influencer marketing58.  

 
48  Cf. KREUTZER/LAND (2017), p. 209 et seqq.; HIDDESSEN (2020), p. 7. 
49  Cf. BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p.253; MEFFERT ET AL. (2015), p. 132. 
50  Cf. BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p.253 et seqq.. 
51  Cf. SINNIG (2019), p.2; LU ET AL., (2014), p. 258; HIDDESSEN (2019), p. 6. 
52  Cf. KIM / KIM (2020), p.1; TIAGO ET AL., (2016), p. 175; CASALÓ (2020), p. 510.  
53  BURMANN et al. (2018) notes that opinion leaders are those members of a group who exert a higher 

personal influence than others in the communication process and thus influence the opinion of the 
rest. BURMANN et al. (2018), p. 253; BOERMANN (2020), p. 199.  

54  Cf. BOERMANN (2020), p. 199. 
55  Cf. DE VEIRMAN/CAUBERGHE/HUDDERS (2017), p. 798; HIDDESSEN (2020), p.7; FREBERG et 

al. (2011), p. 90; SINNIG (2020), p. 2. 
56  FREBERG ET AL., (2011), p. 90. Cf. KREUTZER/LAND (2017), p. 209 et seqq.; FINK (2020), p.6; 

HIDDESSEN (2020), p. 6; KAY ET AL., (2020), p.5. 
57  See FINK (2020) p.8; SINNING (2019), p.31; HIDDESSEN (2020), p. 5. 
58  Influencer Marketing is defined by EVANS ET AL., (2017), p. 138 as “the identification and use of 

specific key individuals who hold influence over potential buyers of a brand or product to aid in the 
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As a consequence of the move towards digitalization, as well as the demand for more 

trustworthy information sources, the demand for SMIs has increased over the last 

years.  Figure 5 illustrates the development of worldwide search interest for the term 

“influencer” via Google, in the time frame January 2014 to March 2021. The illustration 

depicts the increasing focus on the topic, particularly during the last two years. 

Figure 5: Development of the worldwide search interest for the term “influencer” (time period 
01/2014 – 03/2021, normalized values)59 

Source: Own illustration based upon GOOGLE TRENDS (2020). 

 
marketing activities of the brand”. Cf. INSTAGRAM (2017_B), Cf. BROWN/HAYES (2008), p. 10; 
AUDREZET ET AL., (2018), p. 557 et seq. 

59  The values indicate the search interest relative to the highest point in the graph over the period 
considered. The value 100 stands for the highest popularity of this search term. The value 50 means 
that the term was half as popular and the value 0 equals a popularity of less than 1% compared to 
the maximum. Cf. GOOGLE TRENDS (2020).   
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More than 21 percent of Germans have bought a product because they saw it in 

association with an influencer (figure 6). This survey was carried out by the 

Bundesverband Digitale Wirtschaft (BVDW) in 2020 and was the result of 1.068 

representatively selected German citizens. The prior study carried out by the BVDW 

in the previous year 2019, the value was 19 percent, while in 2018 it only rose to 16 

percent. The conclusion is a clear, renewed and increased willingness to purchase a 

product or brand based on the existence of a current or previous association with an 

influencer.60 

 

Figure 6: Influencer Impact on Purchase Decision 

Source: Own depiction based on BVDW (2020 A)61 

The age of the audience plays an important role. More than half (52,6 percent) of 16-

24-year-old respondents declared that they had already bought a product advertised 

by influencers. In the age group 25-34 years, only 39,5 percent gave the same answer, 

 
60  Cf. BVDW (2020 A). 
61 Cf. BVDW (2020 A). The respondents (N=1.068) were representatively selected German citizens. 

They answered the question: “Have you ever chosen a brand and/or bought a product because you 
saw the brand on in association with an influencer (YouTuber / Instagrammer)”. 
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while in the 45-54-year-old category, only 7,5 percent declared to have chosen a 

brand/product based on its association with an influencer.62 

According to a study by the Bundesverband Digitale Wirtschaft (BVDW), 26 percent of 

Germans across all age groups come in with SMIs once a day or more frequently. In 

the age group 16-24 years, it is even 71 percent of the respondents. The younger the 

users, the more often they come into contact with SMIs (see figure 7).63 

 

Figure 7: Frequency of contact with SMIs in Germany by age group and gender 

Source: Own depiction based on BVDW (2019 B). 

Social-media based influencer marketing has become a highly popular formula of 

marketing for companies to communicate content and brand messages to 

consumers64. COLLIANDER / DAHLÉN (2011) observe that in certain cases, using 

 
62  Cf. BVDW (2020 A). 
63  Cf. BVDW (2019 B), p. 6. The online survey was carried out by Kantar TNS on behalf of the BVDW 

in March 2019. The respondents (N=1.051), were comprised of a sample representative of the 
German population, between the ages of 16 and 64 years old.  

64  Cf. PHUA/JIN/KIM (2017), p. 115 et seqq.; STUBB/COLLIANDER (2019_B), p. 210. 

PHUA/JIN/KIM (2017) (N = 297) examine four social networking sites (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 
and Snapchat) and their influence on online bridging (distant, weak relationships between individuals 
that make available opportunities for information sharing) and bonding (close, strong relationships 
providing emotional trust and social support) social capital. Findings showed that Twitter users had 
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influential individuals to recommend products and brands, was more effective in 

persuading consumers, than traditional advertising formats65. STUBB (2019_A) 

expand that paid collaborations between brands and SMIs have become a common 

occurrence that has taken the form of sponsored content.66 

DJAFAROVA / RUSHWORTH (2017) observe that Instagram influencers are more 

powerful in influencing the buying behavior of women between the ages of 18 and 30 

than traditional celebrities. The participants regard them as being more credible and 

were able to relate to them, rather than the more conventional celebrities. Female 

users prefer to follow Instagram profiles that portray positive images and provide 

encouraging reviews. 67 

According to a recent survey conducted by Statista (2019 D), 59 percent of the 

surveyed German companies, report that they have integrated influencer marketing 

in their marketing activities.68 Hence, companies realized the potential of employing 

social media influencers (SMIs) for brand promotion purposes, as they already 

possess an audience of followers that trust their outlook and opinions69. 

BURMANN (2018) observes that brands employ influential members of the social 

community in order to support the brand and its credibility70. In a study carried 

out in 2014 with 800 employees from the areas of marketing, customer service and 

product management, who are in the employment of brands in 12 different industries, 

62 percent of those surveyed stated, that the content created by the community, was 

 
the highest bridging social capital, followed by Instagram, Facebook, and Snapchat. Snapchat users 
had the highest bonding social capital, followed by Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. 

65  Cf. COLLIANDER/DAHLÉN (2011), p 316. 
66 Cf.  STUBB (2019_A), p. 110; DE VEIRMAN ET AL., (2017), p. 798. 
67  Cf. DJAFAROVA/RUSHWORTH (2017), p. 1 et seqq. A qualitative research method was employed. 

In-depth interviews with non-probability purposive sampling were used. In total, 18 face-to-face 
interviews were conducted with females aged 18 to 30 who were active daily of Instagram. All 
respondents were from the same location (the North East of England). The sample was drawn from 
a mixture of university students, as well as young professionals. 

68  Cf.  STATISTA (2019 D). 
69  Cf.  STUBB/COLLIANDER (2019_B), p. 210; KELLER/BERRY (2003), p.4; BOERMANN (2020), p. 

199. 
70  Cf.  BURMANN (2018), p. 237 et seqq. 
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perceived by other customers as very credible and thus, could strengthen brand 

trust.71  

According to CASALÓ ET AL., (2020), Instagram is the most used platform when it 

comes to influencers, due to the sense of immediacy that is generated and due to its 

creation of communities. The authors further observe that this trend is highly probable 

to continue in the near future.72 

STATISTA (2019 C) surveyed 162 marketers from the U.S., UK, Australia, Germany 

Canada, Republic of Ireland and France. Overall, the respondents favored channels 

that were more engaging, suitable for the highly and distinctly personal format of 

SMIs. Instagram emerged as a clear victor. YouTube was also considered a channel 

suited for SMIs, however, channels such as Facebook, Snapchat, LinkedIn and Twitch 

followed as platforms believed to be considerably less interesting for influencers (figure 

8 below)73. 

 

 

 
71  Cf. BURMANN (2018), p. 237; Get Satisfaction (2014). 
72  Cf. CASALÓ ET AL., (2020), p.510 et seq. 
73 Cf. STATISTA (2019 C). 
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Figure 8: Trustworthy sources for product recommendations via Influencer Marketing74 

Source: STATISTA (2019 C). 

According to MediaKix and Statista, Instagram Stories75 have been growing 15 times 

faster than feed-based sharing.76 However, Instagram has taken new measures in 

order to advance in the marketing space, by launching an in-app shop (shoppable)77 

feature in 2019. In addition, the platform’s increasing user numbers78 have prompted 

marketers’ confidence.79  

The traditional media consumer (TV, radio, print) was only able to “consume” the 

media, without any possibility of direct interaction. The greatest distinguishing 

feature for social media and influencer marketing, when compared to traditional 

media, relies on the possibility of immediate interaction.80 The followers are able to 

 
74  Cf. STATISTA (2019 C). 162 marketers were interviewed between January 15-25, 2019. 90% of 

respondents were from U.S., others were from: UK, Australia, Canada, Republic of Ireland, 
Germany, and France. 

75  Cf. INSTAGRAM (2020E). 
76  Cf. STATISTA (2019 C). 
77  Cf. INSTAGRAM (2019), INSTAGRAM (2020F). 
78  Cf. STATISTA (2019 A) 
79  Cf. STATISTA (2019 C). 
80 Cf. MEFFERT ET AL., (2019), p. 742 et seq.; BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p. 221 et seqq., 

TOPMEDIADVERTISING (2020). 
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interact with the SMI by clicking on the “like” button or by adding comments to the 

particular post. In addition, they can share the post via their own accounts and thus 

foster the relationship to the SMI further.81 Thus, while the traditional media had only 

the reach metric to go by, the engagement rate metric became the most important 

target for measuring the success of an SMI. The reach is characteristically indexed by 

the number of followers of an SMI.82 For the engagement rate, the sum of likes, 

comments and shares of a post is divided by the views of a post by the followers.83   

This clear advantage of Instagram, the engagement rate84 is higher on the platform 

when compared to all other social media networking services.85 This percentage is 

even higher in the case of influencers, which further binds them to the platform.86  

While the social media post might originate from the brand or an SMI, the engagement 

rate is generated by the follower. In line with BURMANN ET AL (2018), for the 

purposes of this paper, a “follower” is defined as a subscriber of an SMIs social media 

platform.87  

SMIs specialize in particular categories, e.g., beauty, fashion, travel, gaming, fitness, 

food, pets or parenting.88 By offering personalized insight into their lives, SMIs create 

long-term relationships with their followers.89 

 
81  Cf. HIDDESSEN (2019), p. 8; SOKOLOVA/KEFI (2019), p. 1 et seq.; FINK (2020), p. 23 et seqq.; 

HWANG/ZHANG (2018), p. 32 et seqq. 
82  Cf. BURMANN ET AL. (2018), p. 265 et seq.; HIDDESSEN (2020), p. 8. 
83  Cf. CHACON (2018), p.1. 
84  In line with JAAKONMÄKI / MÜLLER / VOM BROCKE (2017), the engagement rate is defined as 

the number of reactions that content gives rise to among users via social media. The precise way to 
calculate it, differs across social media platforms, but in general, it is measured as the percentage 
of consumers that respond or interact with a post in some way, either by commenting on it or liking 
it. JAAKONMÄKI / MÜLLER / VOM BROCKE (2017), p. 1152. For additional information, Cf.  FINK 
(2020), p.22 et seq. 

85  Cf. CASALÓ ET AL., (2020), p.510 et seq.; ASHRAF (2019). 
86  Cf. CASALÓ ET AL., (2020), p.510 et seq.; INFLUENCE.COM (2017). 
87  Cf. BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p. 239; LUECK (2015), p.3. 
88  Cf. MEDIAKIX (2019AA); SOKOLOVA / KEFI (2019) p.1.; FINK (2020) p. 187 et seqq. 
89  Cf. BURMANN ET AL., (2018), p. 255; HIDDESSEN (2019) p. 8. 
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According to FREBERG ET AL., (2011), many marketers identify appropriate SMIs, 

based on the highest number of followers.90 Currently there has been an increasing 

tendency for marketers to differentiate between micro and macro-influencers91. 

Nevertheless, SMIs are typically classified as nano (< 1,000 followers), micro (1,000 

to 10,000 followers), macro (10,000 to 1 million followers), or mega influencers (more 

than 1 million followers).92  

2.2  Standard Instagram Disclosure label “Paid Sponsorship with [brand]” 
 

Advertising disclosure has the goal of clearly and unambiguously revealing the 

commercial purpose of a social media message.93 Particularly advertising disclosure 

on Instagram has become a crucial subject of debate. The issue lies in the confusion 

between (a) organic content, and (b) the branded-content produced by SMIs, for which 

SMIs are being compensated by brands. The received payment and the resulting 

commercial relationship are not always evident,94 as the paid content mimics and 

blends with the organic content95. As long as there is no advertising disclosure 

differentiating between the two content types, the SMI becomes guilty of surreptitious 

advertising96.  

As yet there is no set definition for advertising disclosure.97 The Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC) emphasizes that as soon as a relationship between the brand 

and the SMI exists, a disclosure has to occur. The relationship does not have to be 

of a pure financial nature but can be a family, a personal relationship or can involve 

 
90  Cf. FREBERG ET AL., (2011), p. 90 et seq.; BOERMANN (2020), p.200 et seq. 
91  Cf. BOERMANN (2020), p.201; CHRISTODOULAKI (2018), p. 1 et seqq., JIN (2019), p. 522 et seq. 
92  Cf. FINK (2020), p.10; INFLUICITY (2018), p. 4; ALASSANI/GÖRETZ (2019), p. 252 et seq.; DE 

VEIRMAN /HUDDERS/ NELSON (2019), p.11. 
93  Cf.  ABDULLAHI (2020), p.12; FTC (2015). 
94  Cf.  KIM / KIM (2020), p. 1. 
95  Cf.  DE VEIRMANN (2019), p. 97. 
96  Cf.  SCHWARZ (2020). 
97  Cf.  ABDULLAHI (2020), p.12. 
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free products or discounts98. The relationship has to be clearly and prominently 

disclosed.99 

Despite extensive guidance from governmental regulators for obligatory disclosures of 

endorsements100, influencers often do not disclose or do not appropriately disclose the 

commercial nature of their posts101. The FTC reprimanded over 90 SMIs with warning 

letters reminding and admonishing influencers as well as advertisers of their obligation 

to disclose commercial relationships. Due to lack of compliance, over 20 follow up 

letters were issued102. 

In 2017, as a reaction to the FTC, Instagram launched a “standardized” built-in 

disclosure label.103 This disclosure has a standardized format (‘Paid partnership 

with [brand]’) and is positioned at the top of the Instagram post. However, the FTC 

suggested that this standardized disclosure does not suffice because it might not 

attract attention.104 

However, it remains uncertain whether this standardized disclosure label effectively 

communicates its meaning to users and can increase ad recognition. The “Paid 

partnership with [brand]” label is unambiguous and does clearly convey the paid 

relationship between the SMI and the brand. The FTC acknowledged that it remained 

unclear whether this standardized disclosure label effectively communicates its 

meaning to users and could increase ad recognition. Research by BOERMANN (2020) 

dispelled that uncertainty. The author examines whether the standardized disclosure 

(‘Paid partnership with [brand]’) increases ad recognition, when compared to a non-

disclosure condition. 105  The disclosure recognition was tested by inquiring of 

respondents, whether they had observed a sponsorship disclosure in the post. The 

analysis indicated that ad recognition was significantly lower without the disclosure 

 
98  Cf.  FTC (2019); AUDREZET ET AL., (2018), p. 600; FINK (2020) p. 195. 
99  Cf.  FTC (2014). 
100  Cf.  EVANS ET AL., (2017), p. 138; KAY ET AL., (2020), p. 3; PFEUFFER (2018), p. 3 et seqq. 
101  Cf.  PFEUFFER (2018), p. 2 et seqq.; DE VEIRMAN ET AL., (2019). 
102  Cf. BOERMANN (2020), p. 199; FTC (2017_B); FTC (2017_E); WOJDYNSKI / EVANS (2016), p. 2. 
103  Cf. INSTAGRAM (2017_A). 
104  Cf. FTC (2017_A); FTC (2017_D). 
105  Cf. BOERMANN (2020), p. 201.  
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condition, contrasting to when the disclosure was distinguishable in the post. Hence, 

the standardized disclosure (‘Paid partnership with [brand]’) plainly increased 

the recognition in the case of sponsored post on Instagram. 106 

In figure 9, Instagram offers an example of one of the first SMI posts and stories to 

make use of the “Paid partnership with [brand]” disclosure label. The SMI in question 

is Aimee Song during her cooperation with “Volvo Car USA”.107 

 

Figure 9: Instagram Story (left) and Instagram Post (right) by using the standardized “Paid 
partnership with [brand]” disclosure label 

Source: INSTAGRAM (2017_A). 

 
106  Cf. BOERMANN (2020), p. 205. 
107  Cf. INSTAGRAM (2017_A). 
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The type of disclosures that consumers see on an advertised Instagram post or story, 

depends on how the influencer chooses to use the disclosure tools available 

(standardized disclosure and hashtag wording).108 However, influencers were advised 

by the FTC and European Advertising Standards Alliance (EASA) to not solely rely 

on platform specific advertising disclosure tools, but to add additional labels 

and use precise disclosure language for messages that have a commercial 

nature.109  

3.  Impartiality Disclosure and Research Gap 

3.1  Impartiality Disclosure - Practical Gap 

 

Brands from various industries cooperate with SMIs and use them to promote their 

brands (“influencer marketing”).110 Thus, commercial social media posts, (“sponsored 

posts”) resemble and blend with the SMIs non-commercial posts.111 Regulatory parties 

such as the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and European Advertising Standards 

Alliance (EASA), urge SMIs to use disclosure messages.112 However, FORRESTER 

(2019) underlines that “...the rules can often be ignored by both brands and 

influencers to make a piece of content look more authentic, honest and organic.”113 

Simultaneously, STUBB (2019_B) observes that more SMIs are striving towards 

making their content appear more honest and authentic. She provides a first definition 

for impartiality disclosure: 

 
108  Cf. ABDULLAHI (2020) p.12 et seq. 
109  Cf. FTC (2019); EASA (2018_A). 
110  See FREBERG ET AL., (2011), p. 90. Definition “influencer marketing” in section A.2.1. 
111  “Sponsored posts” are defined by EVANS ET AL., (2017), p.139. as collaborations between 

brands and influencers in the form of social media posts.  
      “Sponsored posts” are defined by BOERMANN (2020) p.199 as “commercial social media 

posts”. The author states that the issue with sponsored posts, is that they resemble, mimic and 
blend with non-commercial posts. Thus, consumers frequently do not discern that influencer 
marketing is in fact advertising. Cf.  BOERMANN (2020), p.199; EVANS ET AL., (2017); 
BOERMAN/WILLEMSEN/VAN DER AA (2017); HOOFNAGLE/MELESHINSKY (2015); MEYER 
(2019). 

112  See BOERMANN (2020), p. 199. 
113  See FORRESTER (2019). 
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“…a recent phenomenon is the emergence of SMIs explicitly stating that their 

social media content is not sponsored content” this is called “impartiality 

disclosure””. 114 

In practice the impartiality disclosure topic gains in relevance as the number of brand 

sponsored posts on Instagram has been increasing from 1,26 million annual posts 

in 2016, to 6,12 million annual posts in 2020 (see figure 10 below).  

 

Figure 10: Number of brand sponsored influencer posts on Instagram from 2016 to 2020 (in 
millions)115 

Source: INSTAGRAM (2019 B).  

The increase in sponsored posts on Instagram can be further observed in the content 

put out specifically by SMIs. Figure 11 below depicts which SMIs (categorized by their 

number of followers) post the most sponsored content. 

 
114  STUBB (2019_B), p.210. 
115  Cf. STAISTA (2019 B) - Region Worldwide. Survey time period 2016 to 2018. Supplementary 

note: *2019 and 2020 are based on forecasts. Posts were included that contained hashtags such 
as #ad, #sponsored, #spon, and other popular tags indicating sponsored content. Figures were 
rounded. 
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Figure 11: Percentage of Instagram Feed Sponsored116 

Source: STATE OF INSTAGRAM INFLUENCER MARKETING (2020).  

SMIs, regardless of “number-of-follower-category”, post sponsored content. 

Particularly SMIs with 50-75K followers post the most sponsored content out of any 

other tier (see figure 11 above). Sponsored content has thus become an 

increasingly frequent occurrence.  

While research up to 2019 was focused on ensuring that consumers recognize 

advertising117, research in 2021 has taken a new direction. SMIs are now concerned 

to amplify the “honesty” of their posts, be they sponsored or not sponsored118. 

The shift in research focus can be observed in figure 12 below. 

 
116 See LATER / FOHR (2020), p.41. 
117 See EVANS ET AL., (2017), p.139; JOHNSON (2019) p.2. 
118 See KUZEL (2021). 
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Figure 12: Research focus shift 2017 to 2021 – Emergence of practical gap: Impartiality 
Disclosure 

Source: Own creation based on 1 See MARTÍNEZ-LÓPEZ (2020) p.1810; Cf. BOERMANN ET AL., 
2017; HWANG / JEONG (2016); 2 MARTÍNEZ-LÓPEZ (2020), p. 1810;3 MORAVEC (2017);

 
4 

See FTC (2017); 5 See INSTAGRAM (2017); 6 See MEDIAKIX (2019);
 
7 See TRIBE (2019); 8 

See STATISTA (2020); 9 See CRONIN (2020); 10 See KUZEL (2021). 

Research in 2019 pointed out that consumers were not recognizing advertising, 

even in the cases when it was disclosed. EVANS ET AL., (2017) state that 

“Consumers frequently do not discern that influencer marketing is in fact 

advertising”.119 JOHNSON (2019) adheres to this view by underling that sponsored 

posts “may not even be recognized as advertisements despite the presence of 

disclosure”.120 However, research in the beginning of 2021 has come to show, that 

consumers expect advertising, even when a sponsorship is not disclosed121 This 

in line with STUBB (2019_B), who states “…the main reason seems to be that 

consumers might suspect sponsorship even under circumstances when the 

influencer promotes a brand without disclosing sponsorship”.122  

 
119  See EVANS ET AL., (2017), p.139 
120  See JOHNSON (2019) p.2 
121  STUBB (2019_B), p. 211 
122  STUBB (2019_B), p. 211 
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Countries, aided by regulatory organs such as the FTC and the EASA, imposed a legal 

obligation to disclose whether content is sponsored or not.123 But SMIs “at their own 

initiative, affirm that their opinion is honest, even if the post is sponsored”.124  

This paper can aid brand managers in setting strict and clear guidelines regarding 

paid partnerships between brands and SMIs. On the one hand, it is accepted that 

when SMIs receive compensation to write content regarding a product, this 

cooperation must be clearly disclosed according to national governmental 

regulations125. It is, however, important to avoid criticism and negative resistance 

towards the brand among users, particularly taking into account that consumers may 

be skeptical toward advertising.126 This may be the case especially in social media 

contexts, where they are less susceptible to advertising messages. Thus, by including 

impartiality disclosure (genuine endorsement of a branded product with addition of text 

or #honestopinion) the SMIs commitment to the brand is highlighted. In this way 

consumers’ credibility assessment regarding sponsored content can be improved. 

Thus, brand managers may be able to improve the perception of SMI sponsored 

posts.127 

Furthermore, this paper can aid SMIs in setting clear directions for non-sponsored 

content posts on Instagram. The modern consumer suspects sponsored content, 

even in posts where this is not labeled as sponsored.128 Additional impartiality 

disclosures may aid SMIs in communicating their genuine support for the product, 

while avoiding alienating their followers. 

Current research faces a lack of knowledge on how the “impartiality disclosure” 

(“genuine support” via #honestopinion or additional text) affects users. 

 

 
123  See MARTÍNEZ-LÓPEZ (2020) p.1810; Cf. BOERMANN ET AL., (2017); HWANG / JEONG 

(2016). 
124  See MARTÍNEZ-LÓPEZ (2020), p. 1810. 
125  See FTC (2017_A); FTC (2017_D); FTC (2019); EASA (2018_A). 
126  See HWANG / JEONG (2016), p.530; OBERMILLER / SPANGENBERG (2000) p.311 et seq. 
127  See STUBB (2019_A), p.118. 
128  See STUBB (2019_B), p. 210. 
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3.2  Impartiality Disclosure: Types and basis for the theoretical gap 
 

An SMI has more than one way of conveying impartiality, namely via hashtag or via 

text (see figure 13 below).129  

 

Figure 13: Instagram: Impartiality Disclosure Types 

Source: Own creation  

However, the case of SMIs using impartiality disclosure for sponsored posts is 

not covered by this definition. According to KUZEL (2021) SMIs feel “that it’s 

important to let […] followers know why they genuinely support a product”.130 

The SMI might thus use impartiality disclosure, despite posting a sponsored post, in 

order to underline his “honest” support for the product they truly believe in.  

Type 1 impartiality disclosure (#honestopinion) can thus be used for sponsored or not 

sponsored posts (see figure 13 above). On the other hand, type 2 (“This is not 

sponsored content”) impartiality disclosure can only be used in not sponsored posts. 

Each type is further explored in the sections below. 

 

 

 

 
129  STUBB (2019_B), p.210 
130  See KUZEL (2021). 
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3.2.1. Hashtag #honestopinion  
 

The hashtag #honestopinion is being used by SMIs in non-sponsored posts, as well 

as in sponsored posts. Figure 14 below depicts a non-sponsored post by Brigitte 

Lord, where she reviews a product, and adds the #honestopinion. 

 

Figure 14: Not sponsored Instagram Post with #honestoopinion 

Source: INSTAGRAM/BRIGITTELORD (2021). 

Figure 15 below depicts a sponsored post with the #honestopinion by Stephanie Ti 

in which she shares lockdown experiences, reviews footwear from the brand Vivaia 

and adds the #honestopinion. The post is easily attributed to a paid partnership with 

the brand Vivaia, due to the “Paid Partnership” label. 
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Figure 15: Sponsored Instagram Post with #honestoopinion 

Source: INSTAGRAM/STEPHANIETI (2021).  

Figure 16 below depicts a sponsored post with the #honestopinion by Stevie Vance. 

The SMI shares a picture in which she prominently holds a power bar from the brand 

Vital Proteins. The brand is highlighted via the “Paid Partnership” label and followed 

by the #honestopinion. 
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Figure 16: Sponsored Instagram Post with #honestoopinion 

Source: INSTAGRAM/STEVIEVANCE_ (2020).  

HWANG / JEONG (2019) state with regard to the hashtag #honestopinion “[…]“ honest 

opinion” can be an opportunity because it can help the blogger gain more credibility, 

and thus, the negative effect of sponsorship disclosure can be assuaged”.131  

“However, from the perspective of consumer protection, the expression can be a 

threat. The content presented in sponsored posts may not necessarily be honest or 

sincere, despite the bloggers' claims.”132 

Research up to this point suffers a lack of understanding regarding the 

question: is the use of #honestopinion an opportunity or a threat? STUBB 

(2019_B) emphasizes that “…more research is needed to unveil the mechanisms 

behind SMI impartial and partial brand communication in social media”. 133 

 
131  HWANG / JEONG (2019), p.528; Cf. MARTÍNEZ-LÓPEZ ET AL., (2020), p. 1809. 
132  HWANG / JEONG (2019), p.528.; Cf. MARTÍNEZ-LÓPEZ ET AL., (2020), p. 1809. 
133  STUBB (2019_B), p.211. 
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3.2.2. Added text: “This is not a sponsored post”  
 

STUBB (2019_B) highlights that “Influencers might choose to add a disclosure (“this 

is not sponsored content”) in non-sponsored product posts that highlight their 

impartiality”.134  Lauren McDermott does this in an Instagram post in figure 16 below. 

  

Figure 17: Not sponsored Instagram Post – with additional "not sponsored" text 

Source: INSTAGRAM/ LAUREN MCDERMOTT (2019_B). 

While STUBB (2019_B) observes one type of text impartiality disclosure, one limitation 

she underlines is that there are many more types of disclosure available to SMIs, as 

impartiality disclosure wording is yet to be regulated by governmental institutions.135 In 

order to breach the research gap, this paper plans to not only focus on one type of 

disclosure language but two (#honestopinion and “honest opinion”-text), while in 

addition considering not only non-sponsored Instagram posts, but also sponsored 

Instagram posts. Section 3.3 below covers the current state of research in more detail. 

 
134  See STUBB (2019_B), p.210 et seqq. 
135  See STUBB (2019_B), p.219. 
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3.3  Evaluation of current state of research – Impartiality Disclosure – 

Theoretical Gap 

 

Despite the SMI-guidelines offered by the regulatory bodies, little is known with 

regard to the effects that impartiality disclosure has upon consumer behavior. 

This highlights an important gap in both scholarly and practical understanding.136 

Research in this area is limited.137 To the best of the author’s knowledge, the following 

publications serve the current state of research on disclosure language:  

HWANG/JEONG (2016), DE VEIRMAN/HUDDERS (2019), STUBB/COLLIANDER 

(2019_B), ABDULLAHI (2020) and BOERMANN (2020). 

Authors such as HWANG/JEONG (2016) limit their research by only comparing simple 

disclosure with a “honest opinion disclosure”. DE VEIRMAN/HUDDERS (2019) 

solely compare sponsorship disclosure with no sponsorship disclosure, while 

BOERMANN (2020) also limit their research to comparing the effects of standardized 

disclosure vs. no disclosure. 

Spurred by the lack of research concerning sponsored posts138, HWANG/JEONG 

(2016) study the effects of sponsorship disclosure on consumers' responses to 

sponsored posts. The authors analyze sponsored blog posts (N= 317)139 and separate 

them in two categories: the blog posts where SMIs disclose a sponsorship in a 

“simple” way (“simple” sponsorship disclosure) or the blog posts where the SMIs 

underline that the opinions expressed in the post are honest despite the commercial 

nature of the post (“honest opinions” sponsorship disclosure)140. The authors 

attempt to answer the question, how “honest opinions” in sponsored posts affect 

 
136  Cf. KAY ET AL., (2020), p. 3 et seq., AUDREZET ET AL., (2018), p. 600 et seqq. The authors carried 

out a content analysis. To this end, they selected N=36 SMIs and a sample of seven marketing 
campaigns, involving seven partner brands in the fashion and lifestyle industries. The research used 
qualitative methodology, including the examination of social media posts. The observational data 
was supplemented by n=27 qualitative interviews with SMIs, that had previous experience in the 
industry. AUDREZET ET AL., (2018) p. 600, p. 12 et seq. 

137  Cf. DE VEIRMAN/HUDDERS (2019) p. 94 et seq.; HWANG/JEONG (2016), p. 534. 
138  Cf. HWANG/JEONG (2016), p. 529. 
139  Cf. HWANG/JEONG (2016), p. 531. 
140  Cf. HWANG/JEONG (2016), p. 528 et seqq. 
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users’ response. They questioned if sponsorship disclosure can be moderated by 

skepticism141 (high vs low) or by message sidedness: one sided (only product 

advantages) vs. two sided (advantages and disadvantages). The findings confirm, that 

when compared to “no disclosure”, “simple” sponsorship condition affects source 

credibility142 perceptions and message attitudes negatively. However, these negative 

effects disappear in the “honest opinions” condition. This tendency was stronger for 

those respondents who exhibited high skepticism.143 However, it could not be proved 

that compared to the “simple” disclosure condition, the “honest opinions” 

sponsorship disclosure condition will induce positive responses.144 

DE VEIRMAN/HUDDERS (2019) further underline that research on the impact of 

sponsorship disclosure is limited. The authors investigate how “sponsorship 

disclosure” affects’ consumers brand attitudes when compared to the “no disclosure” 

condition for N=414 in the frame of Instagram posts.145 Their findings reveal that a 

sponsorship disclosure, when compared to a “no disclosure” condition, negatively 

affects brand attitude via higher ad recognition. The enhanced ad recognition, 

activates skepticism, which decreases the SMIs credibility.146 The authors differentiate 

between the types of compensation the SMI can receive from the brand (“financial” or 

“material” compensation). However, they cannot prove that a disclosure indicating 

one of the two types of compensation will lead to lower brand attitudes. 

Furthermore, SMIs who have no sponsorship relationship to a brand (“not 

sponsored) do well to clearly mention this in their posts. Including a statement that 

clarifies the non-commercial nature of the post, may lead to more positive brand 

 
141  Skepticism is defined by OBERMILLER ET AL., (2005) „the tendency toward disbelief of advertising 

claims”. Cf.  OBERMILLER ET AL., (2005), p. 310. Cf. HWANG/JEONG (2016), p. 530. 
142 Source credibility" is defined by OHANIAN (1990) as “a term commonly used to imply a 

communicator's positive characteristics that affect the receiver's acceptance of a message” 
OHANIAN (1990), p.41. The source credibility model, identifies expertise, trustworthiness and 
attractiveness as major determinants of the persuasive effects of endorsers OHANIAN (1990), pp.50; 
Cf. FINK (2020) p.13. 

143 Cf. HWANG/JEONG (2016), p. 532 et seqq. 
144 Cf. HWANG/JEONG (2016), p. 532 The difference between the no disclosure condition and the 

“honest opinion” condition was not statistically significant. 
145 Cf. DE VEIRMAN/HUDDERS (2019), p.106. 
146 Cf. DE VEIRMAN/HUDDERS (2019), p.107 et seqq. 
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responses via lowered ad recognition and thus skepticism.147 Limitations of the 

study include that the authors only focused on adult respondents, disregarding the 

younger, heavy Instagram users (Ages 12 to 18).148 

While studies up to this point only focus on the disclosure topic with regard to 

the effects of simple disclosures, only a few investigate the effects of additional 

information in a disclaimer. Spurred by the lack of research concerning the richness 

of the disclaimer phenomenon STUBB/COLLIANDER (2019_B) differentiate between 

three disclosure types: “explicit sponsorship disclosure”, “no disclosure” and “impartial 

disclosure”. The impartial disclosure manifests itself by the YouTube SMI stating in 

their post “this is not sponsored content”. This first of two studies was a quantitative 

online survey with N= 386149 participants. Its purpose was to analyze how 

emphasizing impartiality in YouTube SMI posts affected consumers' response 

by differentiating between: explicit sponsorship disclosure (a), no disclosure (b) and 

impartial disclosure (c). The findings indicate that posts with an impartial disclosure 

are less likely to be perceived as advertising, thus result in lower persuasion 

knowledge150 activation and generate higher SMI credibility.151 In their second 

experiment the authors analyzed the relationship between disclosure type and 

landing page (generic starting page vs. specific e-commerce landing page)152. The 

authors observed how the disclosure type and landing page from SMI posts, that 

named brand hyperlinks, impacted users brand attitude and purchase intention. The 

findings reveled that brand attitudes and purchase intention are diminished when the 

user is directed towards a product page instead of a generic staring page, while being 

simultaneously exposed to an impartiality disclosure.153 A chief limitation of the study 

is that the authors only examine a specific type of “impartial disclosure”, namely 

 
147 Cf. DE VEIRMAN/HUDDERS (2019), p.108 et seqq. 
148  Cf. DE VEIRMAN/HUDDERS (2019), p.117 et seq. 
149  Cf. STUBB/COLLIANDER (2019_B), p. 213. 
150  Persuasion knowledge is defined by FRIESTAD / WRIGHT (1994) as the knowledge that enables 

consumers to recognize, analyze, evaluate, and recall persuasion attempts. Further it permits 
consumers to perform comping tactics, perceived by them to be appropriate. FRIESTAD / WRIGHT 
(1994), p. 3; Cf. KIM/KIM (2020) p.3. 

151  Cf. STUBB/COLLIANDER (2019_B), p. 214 et seq. 
152  Cf. STUBB/COLLIANDER (2019_B), p. 215 et seqq. 
153  Cf. STUBB/COLLIANDER (2019_B), p. 216 et seqq. 
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the specific text version (“this content is not sponsored by any brand”).154 

Impartial disclosures are not subject to advertising regulations, and thus the language 

can vary to a large degree, and is therefore plausible to generate different consumer 

reactions. An example of a possible alternative impartial disclosure is e.g. “I really love 

this brand and have used it for several years”. Such a nuanced impartiality disclosure 

message adds information about the SMIs motivation in choosing to endorse the 

product. Thus, different types of impartiality disclosure could lead to higher 

brand attitudes and purchase intentions. 

ABDULLAHI (2020) made use of a quantitative experimental 2x2 design, involving N 

= 200155 US Instagram users in order to investigate how consumers respond to SMI in 

influencer advertising via Instagram posts. The authors conducted a one-way analysis 

of covariance (ANCOVA) to analyze to what extent respondents were able to perceive 

the Instagram post as “#sponsored,” “paid partnership with,” or “no disclosure”. The 

findings indicated that both positive disclosure conditions, “#sponsored” and 

“paid partnership with brand x”, showed no statistically significant difference. 

Thus, both conditions were merged into one positive “disclosure” condition.156 In 

addition, ad skepticism157 affected consumers’ level of persuasion, SMIs perceived 

expertise158, SMIs trustworthiness159, SMIs attractiveness160 and ad recognition.161 By 

solely testing ad “disclosure” versus “no disclosure” on consumer responses, the 

authors most significant finding revealed that the ad disclosure condition 

enhanced the trustworthiness of the SMI when compared to the “no disclosure” 

 
154  Cf. STUBB/COLLIANDER (2019_B), p. 219 et seq. 
155  Cf. ABDULLAHI (2020), p. 16. 
156  Cf. ABDULLAHI (2020), p. 16. 
157  Advertising skepticism is the predisposition to distrust advertising claims, ABDULLAHI (2020), p. 

13. 
158  Expertise is defined by HOVLAND/JANIS/ KELLEY (1953) and OHANIAN (1990) as the degree to 

which a communicator is viewed to be a source of sound and valid claims. OHANIAN (1990), p. 
41. 

159 Trustworthiness is defined by HOVLAND/JANIS/ KELLEY (1953) and OHANIAN (1990) as the 
extent of confidence in the communicator's intent to transmit the assertions they view as most valid. 
OHANIAN (1990), p. 41. 

160 Attractiveness is defined by OHANIAN (1990) as the “communicator's perceived attractiveness”. 
OHANIAN (1990), p. 39. In addition, the author clarifies the term by underlining the term as 
“physical attractiveness”: OHANIAN (1990), p. 42. 

161  Cf. ABDULLAHI (2020), p. 14. 
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condition.162 However, the small sample size is an evident limitation to 

generalizability. Despite using a manipulated Instagram post the authors did not check 

if the participants had any bias towards the influencer or whether the respondents 

identified the influencer.163 

BOERMANN (2020), examines the question whether, when SMIs employ the 

standardized Instagram disclosure type (‘Paid partnership with [brand]’), this 

effectively raises ad recognition of the content. The result revealed that the 

standardized Instagram disclosure (‘Paid partnership with [brand]’) did fulfill its 

objective of increasing ad recognition. In addition, the standardized disclosure 

positively affected brand recall. Contrary to the hypothesis, standardized 

disclosure was shown to not lessen, but positively affect the online behavioral 

intentions via ad recognition 164. The standardized disclose did not affect the 

parasocial interaction with the SMI.165  

Table 1 below summarizes each article and offers an overview of the which article 

deals only with disclosure types, and which with impartiality disclosure or multiple 

product endorsements by SMIs (MPE). The topic of MPE is expanded in section 3.4.

 
162  Cf. ABDULLAHI (2020), p. 19. 
163  Cf. ABDULLAHI (2020), p. 20. 
164  Cf. BOERMANN (2020), p. 204 et seq. 
165 Parasocial interaction (PSI) is defined by JIN / MUQADDAM (2019) p.6 as “the feeling of 

companionship or illusion of friendship with media figures”. SOKOLOVA (2020) p. 4, expands upon 
HORTON / WOHL (1956). The theory of parasocial interaction defines the relationship between an 
onlooker and a performer as an illusion of intimacy, which thus takes the place of a genuine 
interpersonal relationship. 
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Author(s) Research 
Design/Sample 

Key Results Context Disclosure 
Type 

Impartiality 
Disclosure 

MPE* 

HWANG/JEONG 
(2016)  
Journal: 
Computers in 
Human Behavior 

▪ Quantitative  
▪ Online 

experiment  
▪ N=317 

adults 

▪ Compared to no disclosure, the simple disclosure will 
induce negative responses.  

▪ “#honestopinion” could not be proved to have an 
impact on responses to a sponsored post 

Blog 
posts 

✔️ ✔️(limited) x 

DE VEIRMAN / 
HUDDERS 
(2019) 
International 
Journal of 
Advertising 

▪ Quantitative 
▪ Online 

experiment  
▪ N=414 

adults 

▪ A sponsorship disclosure negatively affects brand 
attitude, through enhanced ad recognition, which 
activates skepticism, which negatively affects the 
influencer’s credibility. SMIs who have no relationship 
to a brand, do well by explicitly mentioning this (“not 
sponsored”) 

Insta-
gram 
posts 

✔️ x x 

STUBB / 
COLLIANDER 
(2019_B)  
Journal of 
Communication 
Management 

▪ Quantitative 
▪ Online 

experiment 
▪ N=386 

adults 

▪ Persuasion knowledge activation will be lower after 
an SMI impartiality disclosure than after either an 
explicit sponsorship disclosure or when no disclosure is 
made. 

▪ Product-review credibility will be higher after an SMI 
impartiality disclosure than after either an explicit 
sponsorship disclosure or when no disclosure is made.  

▪ Source credibility will be higher after an SMI 
impartiality disclosure than after either an explicit 
sponsorship disclosure or when no disclosure is made. 

You-
Tube 
posts 

✔️ ✔️(limited) x 
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Source: Own illustration based on HWANG / JEONG (2016); VAN REIJMERSDAL ET AL., (2016); BOERMANN ET AL., (2017); DE VEIRMAN / HUDDERS 
(2019); STUBB / COLLIANDER (2019_B); BOERMANN (2020); KIM / KIM (2020).  

*MPE = Multiple Product Endorsements by SMI 

 

Author(s) Research 
Design/Sample 

Key Results Context Disclosure 
Type 

Impartiality 
Disclosure 

MPE* 

ABDULLAHI 
(2020) 
International 
Journal of 
Contents 

▪ Quantitative 
▪ Online 

experiment 
▪ N=200 USA 

Instagram 
users 

▪ Both disclosure conditions, “#sponsored” and “paid 
partnership with brand x”, showed and were merged 
in the “positive disclosure” condition. 

▪ Ad skepticism affected ad disclosure on consumers 
level of persuasion, SMIs perceived expertise, SMIs 
trustworthiness, SMIs attractiveness and ad 
recognition.  

▪ Most significant: the ad disclosure condition 
enhanced the trustworthiness of the SMI when 
compared to the “no disclosure” condition.  (not 
generalizable due to N=200) 

Insta-
gram 
posts 

✔️ x x 

BOERMANN 
(2020) 
Journal: 
Computers in 
Human Behavior 

▪ Quantitative 
▪ Content 

analysis 
▪ N=192 

Instagram 
users 

▪ The standardized disclosure “Paid search partnership 
with [brand]”  

▪ increases ad recognition compared to non-
disclosure.  

▪ increases ad recognition which leads to increased 
brand recall and intentions to engage with the post. 

Insta-
gram 
posts 

✔️ x x 

 

Table 1: Sponsorship Disclosure - State of Research 
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Table 1 above highlights the lack of literature on the topic of impartiality 

disclosure, particularly within regard to the Instagram post format. In order to 

contribute to a deeper understanding on the subject, this paper focuses on the effects 

of impartiality disclosures used by SMIs on brand objectives. 

Furthermore, table 5 also highlights the lack of research concerning SMIs who 

endorse multiple products (MPE). The foundation and definition for MPE can be 

found in the section below.  

 

3.4  Multiple Product Endorsements– Theoretical Gap 
 

“Influencer on social media usually do not only recommend one particular brand but 

several different brands”.166 Thus multiple product endorsement (MPE) is defined 

as SMIs not only recommending one particular brand, but more particular brands.167  

According to attribution theory (HEIDER (1958), KELLY (1973)), consumers seek to 

determine the causal reason why an endorser, endorses a product. Is it due to it is 

positive characteristic (quality) (1) or due to external factors such as monetary 

incentives (2)?168  

 

 
166  KLEIN / BECKER (2018), p. 3. 
167  See Attribution Theory, according to MOWEN / BROWN (1981), p. 437 et seq; HEIDER (1958). 
168  See MOWEN / BROWN (1981), p. 437 et seq; HEIDER (1958). 
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Figure 18: SMI multiple product endorsements 

Source: INSTAGRAM/ALEXSTEINHERR (2021). 

If an endorser endorses several products (see figure 17 above), the relation between 

himself and a particular product is not distinctive. Thus, the consumer infers that the 

nature of the particular product was not the reason for endorsement.169 

If multiple products are endorsed, the likelihood increases, that consumers 

attribute the endorsement to an external cause (such as monetary incentive) and 

not the nature of the product (e.g., quality).170  Attribution theorists agree that 

endorsers can become tarnished by endorsing multiple products.171 

MOWEN / BROWN (1981) found that the number of endorsed products by a celebrity 

has a significant impact on the respondent’s opinion of a possible purchase intent. The 

 
169  Cf. MOWEN / BROWN (1981), p. 437 et seq, MOWEN ETAL., (1979); KLEIN / BECKER (2018), 

p. 3 
170  Cf. MOWEN / BROWN (1981) p. 437 et seq. 
171  Cf. FOOTS ET AL., (1978). 
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more brands a celebrity endorses the lower the respondent’s trustworthiness and ad 

evaluation sink. 172  

Similarly, further research by TRIPP ET AL., (1994) investigated the effects of an 

increased number of products endorsed by a celebrity on the credibility, likability and 

attitude of the consumers. High celebrity MPE diminishes the perceptions of expertise 

and trustworthiness towards the celebrity.173 However, it is not clear is this is the case, 

when the SMI adds additional trust elements such as impartiality disclosure. 

While CHEN ET AL., (2013) focus on the MPE topic, they regard the narrower field of 

product consistency. The authors show that the higher the brand consistency (the 

relationship between endorser and product over time and modality) between initial and 

latter endorsed brand, the higher the respondent’s credibility towards the SMI.174 

Table 2 below summarizes the research gap with regard to MPE.

 
172   See MOWEN / BROWN (1981), quantitative, questionnaire / booklet N=993 USA midwest-

students. 
173   See TRIPP ET AL., (1994), Quantitative, questionnaire / booklet with print ads as the stimuli, 

N=493 USA students. 
174   See CHEN ET AL., (2013), quantitative, online experiment N=353. 
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Table 2: Multiple Product Endorsements (MPE) - State of Research 

Source: Own illustration based on TRIPP ET AL., (1994), MOWEN / BROWN (1981), CHEN ET AL., (2013), KLEIN / BECKER (2018).  

*Consistency: deals with the relationship between endorser and product over time and modality.

Author(s) Research 
Design/Sample 

Multiple Product 
Endorsement 
(MPE) 

Findings Con-
text 

Impartiality 
Disclosure 

TRIPP ET 
AL., (1994) 

▪ Quantitative 
▪ Questionnaire / 

booklet 
▪ N=493 USA 

students 

The number of 
products 
endorsed by a 
celebrity 

 Present-
ation 

X 

MOWEN / 
BROWN 
(1981) 

▪ Quantitative 
▪ Questionnaire / 

booklet 
▪ N=993 USA 

midwest-students 

The more 
brands a 
celebrity 
endorses 

 Magazine X 

CHEN ET 
AL., (2013) 

▪ Quantitative 
▪ Online experiment 
▪ N=353 

The higher the 
brand 
consistency* 
between initial 
and latter 
endorsed brand 

 Instagram 
Post 

X 

KLEIN / 
BECKER 
(2018) 

▪ Quantitative 
▪ Online experiment 
▪ N=1391 

Multiple product 
endorsements  
leads to 
 

 Instagram 
Post 

X 

Trustworthiness 

Ad Evaluations 

Purchase Intention 

Trustworthiness 

Ad Evaluations 

Credibility 

Trustworthiness 

As proposed by  

Attribution 

Theory 

Attractivenes

s 

Expertise 

Expertise 
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As can be seen in table 2 above, if an SMI endorses multiple products, this affects: 

source credibility (unproven as a whole), trustworthiness (negative effect-only for 

specific SMIs)175, attractiveness (positive effect)176 and ad evaluations (negative 

effect-not generalizable).177 KLEIN / BECKER (2018) show a negative effect via 

trustworthiness on purchase intention. However, this is the case particularly for macro 

SMIs.178 

Consequently, there is a lack of understanding regarding the mediating effects 

of credibility (attractiveness, expertise, trustworthiness) and the moderating 

effect of multiple product endorsement (MPE) on brand objectives. 

 

4.  Derivation of Research Gaps and Research Questions 

 

This study contributes to literature in five ways.  

First, only two studies, to this authors knowledge, consider the “honest opinion” 

disclosure as an element at all. HWANG/JEONG (2016) and STUBB (2019_B) 

explore, in a limited manner, the effect of SMIs “honest opinion”-disclosure on 

consumer responses. However, while HWANG/JEONG (2016) focuses on the blog 

format, STUBB (2019_B) concentrates on the YouTube video format. Thus, the 

increasingly popular format of Instagram posts has so far not been analyzed with 

regard to the effects of impartiality disclosure (1).  

Both blogs and YouTube only play a subordinate role in influencer marketing.179 

Instagram is the frontrunner platform for brands according to a study carried out by 

MEDIAKIX (2019BB).180 Another critical element is that Instagram posts are the 

 
175  See TRIPP ET AL., (1994); MOWEN / BROWN (1981); CHEN ET AL., (2013); KLEIN/BECKER 

(2018) MPE has a negative effect on trustworthiness, particularly for macro SMIs. 
176  See KLEIN / BECKER (2018) MPE improves the attractiveness of the SMI. 
177  See MOEWEN/BROWN (1981) –Limitation: small sample-lack of generalizability. 
178  See KLEIN / BECKER (2018), p. 4. Quantitative, online experiment, N=1391. They observe three 

influencer types (micro, macro and celebrity) while considering and MPE vs. no MPE scenario, for 
advertising disclosure (no disclosure vs. hashtag vs standardized disclosure). 

179  See MEDIAKIX (2019BB); BAILIS (2020); 
180  See INFLUENCER MARKETING HUB (2021); MEDIAKIX (2019BB). 
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most used format when it comes to brands employing influencer marketing.181 A 

further key difference that prevents findings from one platform being transferred to 

another is the motivation driving consumers to use the platform. 182 Users may 

seek out platforms (e.g. blog) for their content. This suggests a higher level of 

motivation to engage in effortful comprehension of content. Platforms such as 

Instagram are used in order to present a more popular self-image and entertainment 

gratifications.183 In contrast, users turn to YouTube for relaxing entertainment and 

information seeking.184 KIRCABURUN / ALHABASH / TOSUNTAŞ et al., (2018) found 

that YouTube was positively related to entertainment and negatively related to 

socializing and encountering new social contacts.185 Unlike Instagram, YouTube 

is not a mainly relationship oriented social media platform but rather focused on 

entertainment, the viewing and co-viewing of videos and information seeking.186. A 

further key dissimilarity is the level of distraction on a platform. Platforms such as 

Instagram or Facebook tend to be less involving and more distracting for each post 

when compared to the extensive amount of information in a blog article. HUGHES / 

SWAMINATHAN / BROOKS showed how influencer branding works highly 

platform-specific. It therefore does not make sense to use the results from blogs 

in the context of other platforms such as Instagram.187  

Second, this study seeks to determine how #honestopinion (type 1 of “honest 

opinion”-disclosure) affects brand objectives both (a) in a non-sponsored 

Instagram post and (b) in a sponsored Instagram post (standard sponsorship 

disclosure “Paid partnership with [brand]”) (2).  

Despite the popularity of Instagram sponsored post advertising not many studies have 

examined the effects of sponsored posts and even fewer studies have examined 

 
181  See MEDIAKIX (2019BB); BAILIS (2020). 
182  See HUGHES / SWAMINATHAN / BROOKS (2019), p. 79 et seqq., HIDDESSEN (2020), p. 28. 
183  See KIRCABURUN / ALHABASH / TOSUNTAŞ et al., (2018) p. 18. 
184  See KIRCABURUN / ALHABASH / TOSUNTAŞ et al., (2018) p. 4. Cf. HARIDAKIS / HANSON 

(2009); BALAKRISHNAN / GRIFFITHS (2017); KHAN (2017). 
185  See KIRCABURUN / ALHABASH / TOSUNTAŞ et al., (2018) p. 18. 
186  See KHAN (2017), p.239; Cf. HARIDAKIS / HANSON (2009). 
187  See HUGHES / SWAMINATHAN / BROOKS (2019), p. 92. 
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the effects of different types of sponsorship disclosure language characteristics 

(see table 5 above in section 3.3).188 BOERMANN (2020) states that the standardized 

disclosure “Paid partnership with [brand]” was shown to positively affect the online 

behavioral intentions via advertising recognition. However, BOERMANN (2020), 

only differentiates between no-disclosure and the standardized disclosure “Paid 

partnership with [brand]”. No studies whatsoever explore the increasingly popular 

Instagram post format, while considering the standard sponsorship disclosure 

“Paid partnership with [brand]” and the “honest opinion”-disclosure, or 

variations thereof.  

Third, research up to this point could only show a positive effect of honest-opinion-

text on brand attitude.189 This paper seeks to expand research by determining how 

two different types of honest opinion disclosure (#honestopinion and honest-

opinion-text) affect consumers purchase intention (3). 

HWANG/JEONG (2016) illustrate that sponsorship disclosure negatively affects 

credibility perceptions. This negative effect could not be shown for the “honest 

opinion” disclosure. Furthermore, they could not prove that an impartiality 

disclosure (#honestopinion) had a positive effect on credibility perceptions190. On 

the other hand, STUBB (2019_B) shows that brand attitude will be higher after an 

SMI impartiality disclosure than after an explicit sponsorship disclosure or no-

disclosure. However, the same significant effect of disclosure cannot be found for 

purchase intention.191 Thus, none of these two studies is able to determine how 

“honest opinion”-disclosure language in an Instagram post, affects the consumers 

purchase intention.  

 
188  Cf. HWANG/JEONG (2016), p. 534. 
189 Cf. STUBB (2019_B), p. 214. 
190 Cf. HWANG (2016), p. 532 et seq. 
191 Cf. STUBB (2019_B) examines, based on N=375 respondents, how “emphasizing impartiality” (SMIs 

adding a note in their sponsored posts add a disclosure (“this is not sponsored content”) affects 
consumers' response by applying a 3 (disclosure type: impartial vs. explicit sponsorship vs. no 
disclosure) factorial-design. The findings reveal that impartiality posts are less likely to be 
perceived as advertising, when compared to sponsored posts or posts without any sponsorship 
information and thus foster higher source credibility. Nevertheless, the same significant effect of 
disclosure cannot be found for purchase intention. Cf. STUBB (2019_B), p. 214. 
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Fourth, this study seeks to determine if perceived influencer source credibility will 

be higher in the case of an influencer impartiality disclosure in an Instagram post, 

than if no disclosure is made. (4).  

CARR/HAYES (2014) support that online product reviewers (bloggers) are perceived 

as most and equally credible when explicitly disclosing or making no mention of third-

party influence, and less credible when disclosing the absence of third-party influence 

(i.e., impartiality). HWANG (2016) cannot support that compared to the simple 

disclosure condition, the “honest opinions” impartiality disclosure condition will 

induce positive responses (source credibility, brand attitude, behavioral intention). 

STUBB (2019_B) supports that source credibility will be higher after an SMI 

impartiality disclosure than after either an explicit sponsorship disclosure or when 

no disclosure is made. Research so far shows a negative, positive or not significant 

effect. This paper strives to bring clarity. 

Fifth, this study seeks to determine if perceived influencer source credibility relates 

positively to purchase intention for the influencer’s posts (5).  

TATAGE (2017) supports that source credibility will be positively associated with 

the intent to purchase (blog), but without observing the “honest opinion” option, 

or considering the Instagram format. SOKOLOVA / KEFI (2019) support that SMIs 

credibility is positively related to purchase intention (YouTube and Instagram 

merged as one medium). While studies up to this point assume that source credibility 

relates positively to brand objectives, no studies show this, particularly with regard 

to purchase intention, within the Instagram format. 

Sixth, this study seeks to gain a deeper understanding regarding the mediating effect 

of source credibility (attractiveness, expertise, trustworthiness) and advertising 

perception on the relation between impartiality disclosure and purchase intention 

(6).  

HWANG (2016) cannot support that source credibility will mediate the relationship 

between disclosure (simple and “honest opinion”) and purchase intention. TATAGE 

(2017) supports that source credibility will mediate the relationship between 
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disclosure in product reviews (blog) and purchase intention positively but without 

observing the “honest opinion” option. DE VEIRMAN / HUDDERS (2019) supports 

that source credibility will mediate the relationship between disclosure in product 

reviews (blog) and purchase intention negatively once more without observing the 

“honest opinion” option. Only one study up to this point does consider impartiality 

disclosure in their analysis. No studies whatsoever consider the mediating effect 

of source credibility on the relationship between disclosure and purchase 

intention. 

DE VEIRMAN (2019) supports that the relationship between disclosure (disclosed 

sponsored post vs. not disclosed) and brand attitudes is mediated by advertising 

perception, ad skepticism and perception of SMI credibility. ABDULLAHI (2020) 

cannot support that ad disclosure and ad skepticism have an interaction effect on 

trustworthiness. No studies so far explore the mediating effect of advertising 

perception on the effect between impartiality disclosure and purchase intention.  

Seventh, this study seeks to fill the lack of understanding regarding the moderating 

effect of multiple product endorsement (MPE) on the relation between (a) 

impartiality disclosure and source credibility and (b) impartiality disclosure and 

advertising perception (7). 

If multiple products are endorsed the likelihood increases that consumers attribute 

the endorsement to an external cause (such as monetary incentive) and not the 

nature of the product (e.g., quality).192 Attribution theorists agree that endorsers can 

become tarnished by endorsing multiple products.193 While it is known that SMIs 

endorse multiple products, this affects: source credibility (unproven as a whole), 

trustworthiness (negative effect-only for specific SMIs)194 and attractiveness 

(positive effect).195 This may also affect advertising perception, in that consumers 

become more aware of adverting in a post after observing a propensity of advertising 

 
192  Cf. MOWEN / BROWN (1981) p. 437 et seq. 
193  Cf. FOOTS ET AL., (1978). 

194  See TRIPP ET AL., (1994); MOWEN / BROWN (1981); CHEN ET AL., (2013); KLEIN/BECKER 
(2018) MPE has a negative effect on trustworthiness, particularly for macro SMIs. 

195  See KLEIN / BECKER (2018) MPE improves the attractiveness of the SMI. 
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in the profile as a whole. Consequently, there is a lack of understanding regarding 

the moderating effect of multiple product endorsement (MPE) on source credibility 

and advertising perception. 

In aid of the aforementioned research shortcomings, the main objective of this thesis 

is to contribute to a deeper understanding of the effects of disclosure impartiality used 

by SMIs on brand objectives by answering two research questions. 

1. What are the effects of different disclosure impartiality language (#honestopinion / 

impartiality text) on brand objectives?  

2. How does the disclosure impartiality (#honestopinion / impartiality text) impact the 

brand objectives, in the case of SMIs that regularly post product endorsements, 

compared to SMIs that do not?  

In order to fulfill these research objectives, the study outline can be observed below in 

figure 18. 

The following Chapter B covers the theoretical foundations of this thesis. Therefore, it 

starts by classifying Disclosure types (Standard Instagram Disclosure label “Paid 

Sponsorship with [brand]” vs. no disclosure vs Impartiality Disclosure). A profound 

literature review will be conducted, with emphasis on trustworthiness, advertising 

perception, purchase intention and MPE. Consequently, this covers current 

publications within the expanded field of sponsorship disclosure as well as related 

fields e.g., product placement will be examined.    

 

Chapter C introduces the relevant statistical methodology. It consists of the 

operationalization of all variables, the steps of gathering data, the deduction of an 

empirical research model, as well as the results of the statistical analysis. In other 

words, this chapter covers the empirical validation of the assumed effects between 

impartiality disclosure and brand objectives. 
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Chapter A 

Chapter B 

Chapter C 

Chapter D 

Chapter D summarizes the chief findings. Lastly, the implications for marketers are 

highlighted, underlining the implications for branding as well as the implications for 

further research on this topic. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Structure of thesis 

Source: Own illustration. 
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